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Preface

Wheit the Air Cushion System replaced the conventional takeoff

and landing systems of the Jindivik remotely piloted vehicle, the

possibility existed that instabilities in pitch, roll, and yaw

could occur. As a result, this paper was intended as a design

of a Takeoff Stabilization System for the Jindivik using existing

autopilot sensors and incorporating an engine yaw thruster and

vertical wing tip roll thrusters. When the design was completed,

it was sufficiently general that the technique could be applied

to any air cushion aircraft or VTOL aircraft. The Landing Sta-

bilization System for the Jindivik using the same sensors and

actuators is presently being designed by Captain Max Stafford

as his thesis for the Air Force Institute of Technology (AFIT).

I wish to express my gratitude to my Thesis advisors, Dr.

George Kurylowich of the Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory

(AFFDL) and Major R. Potter of AFIT. Also, thanks are due to

Captain James Negro of AFIT, Major Jack Randall and Mr. Jim

Steiger of the Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory for their

technical advice and assistance.

My wife, Jane, does not kncw how much she has contributed

to this study, but her patience, understanding, and encouragement

has definitely made the past eighteen months of work much easier.

Edward Kenney
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Abstract

The inherent instability in pitch and roll associated with

an M•r Cushion Landing System (ACLS) aircraft at low airspeeds

was investigated, and a means to aid control in pitch and roll

was developed. The control system required the use of vertical

wing tip thrusters which provided thrust up or down depending on

the control signal (similar to space vehicle thrusters). These

thrusters could be activated alternately to control roll angle

and roll rate with the use of a bang-bang optimal controller.

As well, the thrusters would be set forward of the aircraft

centre of gravity and could be activated in tandum to aid in

pitch control.

The Jindivik Remotely Piloted Vehicle, an Australian tar-

get drone, was fitted with an ACLS and taxi tests showed the

instability and need for a stabilization system. Subsequent

use of Jindivik wind tunnel and taxi test data served as the

basis for the development of the roll/pitch control system

presented in this paper. Due to computational problems with

the air cushion model of the computer program, the controller

designs could not be completely verified; but expected trends

in pitch, roll and yaw control were shown.

xviii
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THE DESIGN OF A TAKEOFF STABILIZATION

SYSTEM FOR AN AIRCRAFT WITH AN AIR CUSHION LANDING SYSTEM

Chapter I

Introduction

In the low speed range of a takeoff roll, the normal air-

craft controls ar4 not aerodynamically effective; hence, the

pilot must control-the heading by differential braking and wait

until the ailerons become effective to control roll. During

this time, the landing gear dampens most of the pitch and roll

oscillations so that the pilot has few corrections to make in

the latter part of the takeoff roll. However, when the conven-

tional landing gear is replaced by an Air Cushion Takeoff System

(ACTS) the pitch and roll damping is greatly reduced. This

paper will use the Jindivik Remotely Piloted Vehicle as an ex-

ample of an air cushion vehicle that can be controlled in the

low speed range with the use of small jet thrusters on the wing

tips and a thrust deflector on the tail section.

The Jindivik Remotely Piloted Vehicle (RPV) is an Australian

target drone that can be launched and recovered on a runway. At

present, the takeoff is accomplished with a takeoff dolly, as

shown in Fig. 1, that provides a wing level attitude and direc-

tional control. At lift off the Jindivik separates from the

dolly and the dolly brakes to a stop. Recovery of the Jindivik

is done by landing on a single, four inch wide metal skid attach-

ed to the fuselage. Directional control during landing is

maintained with the ailerons, the rolling moment thus produced

• ~1 -
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£

Fig. 1. Jindivik on a Takeoff Dolly I
makes the drone ride up onto an edge of the skid and turn in

the direction of the roll. For the last twelve years the

Australian Air Force has used the Jindivik in this configura-

tion with considerable success.

A joint project by the Australian Air Force and the United

States Air Force was initiated in 1972 to incorporate an Air

Cushion Landing System on the Jindivik. The objectives of this

project were to convert the Jindivik to an all-terrain RPV and

to advance air cushion technology. The drone end air cushion

are shown in Fig. 2. Initial low speed taxi tests, completed

in Australia show that the aircraft fitted with the air cushion

is unstable in roll, pitch, and directioral control (yaw) (Ref.

13). Therefore, a Stability Augmentation System (SAS) will have

2
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I
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tI

Fig. 2. Jindivik and Air Cushion Landing System j
to be designed and incorporated into the autopilot before the

RPV is airworthy.

Since the drone was designed to be launched from a direc- I
tionally controlled dolly, it was not designed with a rudder.

Implementation of a rudder during this project would require

extensive structural changes and major changes to the autopilot
L

and ground control units. Therefore, a yaw thruster was de-

signed and fitted to the rear of the fuselage to direct the

jet exhaust, thus providing a yawing moment. Roll and pitch

* kcontrol will be provided by a vertical roll thruster on the

front tip of each wing pod. The roll thrusters will be ac-

tivated alternately to control rolling moments and in tandum

to control pitch. Since the roll thrusters are on the tip

3A
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THRUSTERS "AIRCRAFT

DYNArIcs
-•Eevtors , i

S,•Aerodynami c
Linkages

-Ailerons T 7

PRESENT I.

Fig. 3. Block Diagram of Autopilot and SAS Control Units

of the wing pods, they are approximately six feet ahead of the centre

of gravity of the Jrone and hence can produce a moment to control

the pitch attitude to some degree. As well, the roll thrusters

can be directed up or down to counteract positive or negative

rolling and pitching moments.

At velocities near fifty knots, the ailerons and flaps be-

come aerodynamically effective and the roll thrusters are phased

out to ensure that the vehicle is not overcontrolled. An addi-

tional advantage of turning off the roll thrusters is that a

amaller gas supply is required for the thrusters. Hence, they

can be used with a gas bottle rather than bleed air from the

engine. This arrangement will greatly reduce the airframe and

engine modifications required for implementation.

4
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The stability augmentation system will be-designed to use

the existing sensors in the autopilot to control the roll and

pitch thrusters. The SAS unit will be placed in the feedback

control loop between the autopilot and actuators, as shown in

Fig. 3.

This thesis is organized in the following manner: Chapter

II develops the equations of motion and aerodynamic stability

derivatives, Chapter III describes the air cushion model, Chap-

ter IV discusses the controller design, Chapter V contains a

description of the computer program and the simulation results,

and Chapter VI the conclusions and recommendations.

A

Sy
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Chapter II

The Determination and Solution
of the Jindivik Equationa of Motion

The following six simultaneous non-linear differential

equations fully describe the motion of the Jindivik RPV. The

positive sense of the variables is in the direction of the arrows

in Fig. 4.

L(-V P'*We G -=-+•,~ I X "FXE.X (1), .

S+ -UR -W P) + FA +F)YE)( (2)

--UQ +V P) nFqws +oe FZA ±i _XT (3)

zoxC4( PLjx-tk-X-PQ +Cxz-eT),/)RcQ X A X 1- (4)

Tyy&t(_X-:-I:ee PR +Ix2(P'-"R) r -n,, t717,xr (5)

Iae iR-X i -I + X p)PQ+pIxaQR= VA +1?EXT (6)

The equations are first order in U, V, W., P, Q, and R with the

added kinematic relationships.

K % :=5) N 49 -6 I (7)
q +JOS CoS .9COS<)N4 (8)

R Ytc~oseco0#-5sN, (9)

The assumptions used in the derivation of these equations were:

(1) the aircraft is a rigid body, (2) the mass of the aircraft

is constant for the duration of the analysis, (3) gravity is

constant, (4) the earth is an inertial reference, (5) and there

is body axis symmetry about the x-z plane (i.e.,'yO=Iy, ).

Equations (1) to (9) are included in the subrouttnes of the

"EASY Dynamic Analysis Computer Program to Aircraft Modeling"

6
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L.,P P U

I;

AZ"'W Y NNAQ

z 7 1.

Fig. 4. Definitions of Vector Components in the

Equations of Motion

(Ref. 5) which was used to simulate the takeoff motions of the

Jindivik. The inputs required by EASY are the mass, inertias,

geomtry of the aircraft, and tne aerodynamic and external forces

acting on the drone. The air cushion system is considered to be

a prime generator of the external forces ana moments (aside from

engine forces and moments) and is described in the next chapter.

The mass, inertias and geometry are readily available from air-

craft blue prints and reference manuals; and the aerodynamic

forces and moments can be computed from wind tunnel model data

and theoretical methods.

The aerodynamic forces and moments can be written as:

L L (10)

7
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F~C~~S(12)

Fy: Cy ¢(13)

SCAIt (14)

79=' ~..g (15)

where CL ý6 ) - e (16)

CD~ (L(,o%& 'g ~E~ ~)(17)

c~=£(,~P4  SLA) (18)Cy = ( • P'•r )¢8

C ~ = (19)

The and acý 1 .l (21)

The coefficients CL Cb Y and

are non-dimensional. By determining the coefficients for every

flight condition, the aerodynamic forces and moments can be cal-

culated and added to the external forces and moments to produce

the aircraft motions. These calculations are done by the EASY

program but the program requires all the aerodynamic stability

derivatives (all the functional relationships which determine

the force and moment coefficients). The remainder of this chap-

ter will deal with the derivation of the stability derivatives.

These derivatives are derived in the stability axis system as

defined by Blakelock (Ref. 2).

F _ _8
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Reference 13 contains wind tunnel data for the Jindivik in

t various configurations, including one when fitted with the Air

Cushion Recovery System (ACRS). The ACRS is the air cushion

trunk with which the drone lands, but it also has an Air Cushion

Takeoff System (ACTS) trunk with which it takes off. After

takeoff, the ACTS is disengaged and drops to the ground. Both

trunks are the same shape with the ACTS being about 21% larger

in all dimensions. Since no wind tunnel data was available for

the ACTS, the data for the ACRS was extrapolated by percentages

and assumed to be fairly accurate for the ACTS. An example of

the estimation technique is that the increase in the frontal

area of the aircraft due to the replacement of the ACRS by the

ACTS was 6%; therefore, the values of the coefficient of drag

(CD ) were increased by 7%. Since the trunk does not generate

lift, the coefficient of lift ( CL ) was'not affected, nor was

the coefficient of side force ( Cy ); symmetry about the x-z

axis meant that the coefficient of yawing moment ( Ct ) was

not affected. The pitching moment coefficient (C/ ) and

rolling moment coefficient ( C• ) were affected by the per-

centage that the increased drag affected those moments. Thus,

CO- ,CL, Cy , C.. , Cw , and C" can be empirically de-

termined as functions of the angle of attack (<), the sideslip

( ), and the elevator deflection ( e). In other words

Sand can be found from the wind tunnel data.

Non-dimensional derivatives were calculated because they

provided a means of checking typical values and signs with

9
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Roskam (Ref. 17) and Blakelock (Ref. 2). Before entering the

derivatives into the EASY program, they were dimensionalized.

At low airspeeds the heave motion of the air cushion can

create angles of attack beyond the stall limit, but at these

speeds aerodynamic contributions to the aircraft dynamics are

imall.

Stability Derivative Derivation

C•

From a curve of CLVs. oC of the wind tunnel data it can

be shown that

C L = C L o + (22)

CL. and ClK- 66.AC& can be determined directly as the CL inter-d-(

cept and slope of the curve.

From a drag polar of CL vs. Cc ft can be shown that

C,> + k Ci. (23)

where Coo and K are determined by a curve fit of wind tunnel

data of CO and CL . Substituting for CL

C - CD + K6.LO±CLKO()

L + ac,.. C ( (L -,
=CDO+K(aCL 0  0L4~C. A ) (4

differentiating r..-2

i, Roskam (Ref. 17, pgs 4.12, 1.18, 4.25) shows that for veloc'ities

below 300 ft/sec the variation of lift, pitch moment, and drag

with velocity is zero. Thus,

V A_)C 4- o = :)C •C,

-- 0-Z -CL -- C (27)

10
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The quantities
raco . co . aC,. c)e,.. 8~c CM,, 6 AI% ,,,

were all computer from curve-fits of the wind tunnel data.

C L

From Roskam (Ref. 17) it can be shown that the angle of

attack of the tail in downwash is

o• -- o• -•, "- •-.(28) -

and for a particular angle of attack

Ao~t=6 AE

" "(29)

now the change in lift coefficient on the tail due to downwash is

C. )it de

(30)

The change in aircraft lift is

AdC L L C t_
(31)

(••c=C L.,(t (32) :

thus (CLk)TAI&A L -- CL~t t • (33)

where CLS((m (34

L.+ v, Cý 11L- ( ý.L -DC; 05___ (34

C , = 5.73 (35)

Ais sweep angle and R R is aspecf ratio (Ref. 7)
11 !
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The wing contribution to C .: is considerable but can not be

estimated (using Roskam, DATCOM, etc.). So a "typical" value

from Roskam of CL ,!I.Sr%1 was used; fortunately this deriva-I
tive is of minor importance (Ref. 17, p. 4.114).

The contribution of the wing was neglected because it will

be- negligible with respect to the tail coatribution. The correc-

tion to the pitching moment due to downwash on the tail is

(4C-, 4 1iLZ=.A4CLt

- .~ ~(36)

and _(37)

and(C 5

and 'M ;- =- 2-C!-K ý6(38)

g.changes the argle of attack on the tail by4. radi an

(for quasistatic conditions)

so 4~~(39)

and 4 CL i StCLt CL S(40)

differentiating C!. C~d Si-t (41)

and the contribution of the wing body is negligible in comparison

to the tail (Ref. 17, p. 153)

now 't(2

12
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"The moment on the tail is

4 -t CLt c &.-. (43)

and the change in moment due to a change in angle of attack is

F A~)Z t S+i, Qtt C-Lt

(44)

and C= - ____- (45)

CP ffC L (46)

since the wing contribution is negligible with respect to the

tail (Ref. 17, p. 153)

Derivatives

Wind tunnel data gaveCy , Cy , and C/n vs. for values

of I P/:7. but in any takeoff with crosswind the sideslip will

normally exceed 7*. The normal takeoff procedure will be to

initially line the aircraft into the relative wind at the center-

line and change the heading as the aircraft gains speed. This

procedure should keep within +30* and the present data can be

curve fitted and extrapolated to this value. Consequently, ex-

pressions can be obtained for C , Q , and C,ý from the data.

The derivatives have been assumed to be ,zero (Ref. 17). For

4 the • , p , and )L derivative& the effect of sidewash on the tail

has been neglected.
13
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. Derivatives

The change in C.,- from the tail side force due to roll rate is

- - -Cy TFb

= ...- C, p L,•F -F (48)

ýO-E-(49)

where FFis the mean height of the fin, and the effect of sidewash

has been neglected

so (50)
\I

The wing contribution is in two parts due to lift and drag. For positive

p the angle of attack is increased on the right wing and decreased on

the left; thus inclining and changing the lift and drag vectors of each

wing section. The inclination angle is Op--Y where y is the spanwise

coordinate of the section. The change in lift is

Land C L (52)

where C is the area of the wing section.

So the change in the yawing moment due to lift is

ye (53)

14
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so Y (55)

and the total yawing moment of the wing is

= _ cCL. 5 3* 4.4

JD3

3 ZL (56)

and L3 (57)J

(C, P CLOD6 c(58)

the change in drag is

CD,, Y(59)

and C3 Da0v4 (60)j

the corresponding change in yawing mcment is

(61)

and . - dY (62)

so (
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= C CD oP p (64)

"3 4

now cot. 6__ __ (65)

cp
d 7 "Z--(66)

summing all effects

Cyp is often negligible (Ref. 17, p. 170) and the tail is the major

contributor. Let the mean change in angle of attack of the vertical

stabilizer (fin) be

F (68)
U

where =is the mean height of the fin

now D--C

- ,_ __p (69)

so the change on the side force coefficient of;the aircraft is.(sidewash

is neglected)

- S CE C (70)

sno V - F (71)
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The wing is the only major contributor (Ref. 17, p. 170). Etkin

(Ref. 9) shows that.the rolling velocity, p , produces a change in the

angle of attack of each wing section which is proportional to the span,

i.e.,

$A (73)

where Y is the spanwise coordinate of the wing section. Then the lift

distribution on the wing due to rolling is estimated to be

911

Etkin (Ref. 9) changes the triangular lift aistribution to a

sinusoidal distribution to account for the loss o- lift at the

wing tips due to spanwise flow around the wing tips. However, since

the Jindivik has large tip tanks the lateral airflow will be minimizid

and the lift distribution will be closer tD the triangular distribution

shown.

The change in lift will be

C~ Y, (74)

and the change in rolling moment due to this lift will be

,a• Y • c , yy (75)

17
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thus -~cC 4 ~ ~y l

~ ~niC'Lof P 06
U, (76)

(o (77)

and SC _ Lc6,Co~ (78)

soc.PP P 4 C C 4- 4 (79)

/"I Derivatives

The tail is the prime contributor (Ref. 17, p. 174). The change in

fin angle of attack due to a yaw rate is

F FLE (80)

so the change in side force due to the tail is

C =•CL,. '5- (82)

Cy/t =C -F (83)

Contributions are from the wing and tail. The side force on the ;-ail

acts at fc the mean height of the fin

and Y
~~SC ~ /1s (84)II 1s
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now 4PO

(85)

differentiating

~~CLOk 5F 4F IF (86)

37 sub8-
and

.A positive Ialso increases lift on the left wing and decreases it on

the right; the change in lift on each wing section is

(L ci-1

L )C - (88) f
and .jy

A -y) C. c (89)

now the change in rolling moment due to two sections at y is

y y(90) 5

and the total rolling moment change for the wing is

CL C 6A- -

S(91)
V 3z U,•" •
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now

/4 L •"(92)

and (94)

sumuning the components

The tail and wing contribute toCA, Knowing that the change in the

fin angle of attack is

tr /• "---'" •, (96)

and the nowent arm of the tail is 4t then

S• - -(97)

so (98)
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A positive A increases the drag on the left wing and decreases drag

on the right wing. The change in drag on eac-. wing section is

C y (100)

and CD A-+4•: . - DCp/i y c(y (101)

so the change in yawing moment is

A2y ~ C cydy . ..

P 64-(102)

3ZI(IW

and CA CD /Ly.. (104)

summing the components

CA/L (105)

Once all the derivatives had been determined or estimated, Ref. 13 was

used to convert to dimentional body-axis derivatives. The derivatives

were the written into the EASY program.
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Chapter III

The Air Cushion Model

The air cushion model used in this analysis is a truncated version

of an ACLS model that was designed by Foster-Miller Associates Inc. of

Waltham, Massachusetts for the National Aeronautics and Space Adminis-

tration (NASA) (Ref. 4).

The basic ACTS configuration is shown in Fig. 5. The model in-

cludes four primary subsystems: (1) the fan, (2) the feeding system,

(3) the trunk, and (5) the cushion. Air from the fan flows through

the ducts and plenum (feeding system) and enters the trunk. The trunk

has several rows of orifices that exhaust both to the cushion and the

atmosphere. Thus, the airflow from the trunk has two components,

one entering the cushion and the other leading directly to the atmos-

phere. The cushion flow exhausts to the'atmosphere through the clearance

gap formed between the trunk and ground. In addition to the basic flows

deecribed above, two other flows have been included in the model. These

are the plenum bleed flow and the direct cushion flow. Plenum bleeding

causes some of the air to flow directly from plenum to atmosphere, and

has been used in some designs to improve the dynamic characteristics of

the air supply system. Direct flow from the plenum to the cushion can

also improve dynamic response. A pressure relief valve is also included

in the basic configuration. It allows additional flow to vent from the

plenum whenever the pressure exceeds a preset level, and thus improves

stability by reducing fan stall.

The support force acting on the aircraft is made up of two components.

The first occurs due to the cushion pressure acting over the cushion area.

I The second, which comes about only durinn ground contact, is given by the
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Flow
From
Fan.

Bleed Flow

Aircraft Aircraft
ody Body

Plenum

~I4 I Dad
------a- Volume Trunk.

-• -Cushion

///////.//-/7/ / / ///- // //-////

Fig. 5. Basic ACTS Configuration

contact pressure acting over the trunk contact area. The support

force, ir general, also gives rise to a moment, given by the pro-

duct of the force and its distance from the CG of the aircraft.

In plan, the cushion las an oval shape, made up of a rec-

tangular section with semicircular ends. The lengths a and b are

the horizontal and vertical spacing between the points of attachment

of the trunk to the aircraft body. The initial (undeformed) trunk

shape is defined by the above two parameters and the perimeter 1P

and height H. as shown. Sh is the (uniform) spacing between the

rows of peripherally distributed orifices. The number of the

orifices is selected independently by the number of orifice rows

Nr and the number of orifices per row Nh. The cushion volume consists

of two parts: an active (dynamically varying) region and a dead (static)
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region. The active volume depends on the trunk shape and ground pro-

file. The dead volume, which is a design variable, includes recesses

in the cushion cavity as shown.

The forces transferred to the aircraft act through the cushion

and trunk. To help calculate these forces, the trunk and cushion are

divided into segments as shown in Fig. 6. Each straight section of the

cushion and trunk is divided into M rectangular segments, while each

curved end is divided into N pie-shaped segments. Thus, the total

number of segments is 2 (H + N). All cushion and trunk parameters

are calculated first for each segment and then summed to give their

total system values.

The dynamic analysis of the vehicle system is best derived with

the help of two orthogonal coordinate frames of reference: a coordi-

nate frame fixed in space (inertial frame), and a coordinate frame

fixed to the vehicle (vehicle frame) with origin at the aircraft CG.

The reason for two frameis can be appreciated by recognizing that:

(a) Newton's law for translation motion requires that the

CC acceleration be expressed relative to the inertial

frame.

(b) The corresponding law for rotational motion, while valid

in both inertial and vehicle frames, is applied more con-

veniently in the vehicle frame, because rotational inertia

about any vehicle axis is constant, while the rotational

inertia about any inertial (fixed) axis varies with air-

craft position.

Accordingly, the two frames of reference have been defined as

shown in Fig. 7. The vehicle frame with origin at the aircraft CG
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Typical Curved Typical
SegmentStraight

Segment

F YZI* L/

S!-'

Ground Tangent Line
of Free Trunk

Fig. 6. Division of Trunk Into Segments

has roll, yaw and pitch.axes x, y and z, respectively, fixed to the

aircraft body as shown. The inertial frame has corresponding axes

X, Y and Z fixed in space. The two frames coincide only when thq air-

craft has not undergone any rotation from equilibrium.

In the analysis, the actual runway profile underneath the ACTS

is approximated by segments that coincide in plan with those of the

.trunk and are parallel to the cushion hard surface as shown in Fig. 7.

With this model, all pressure forces act parallel to the vehicle yaw

axis so that the segment torque components about the aircraft CG can

be easily computed by multiplying the segment force by the fore-and-

aft and/or lateral separation between the segment and the CG.

1.1 - ~~~25W '- ~ ~ Y
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Fig. 7. Inertial and Vehicle Coordinate Frames
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The analytical model of the ACTS consists of a set of equations

which when solved determines the pressures, flows, forces, and motion

of the system for various aircraft and runway parameters. The overall

ACTS system is divided into two interrelated systems: the flow system

and the force system. These systems are shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9.

The flow system establishes the pressure-flow relationship for various

subsystems of the ACTS. The force system establishes the corresponding

force-motion relationships. The interdependence of the two systems comes

about because the trunk deflection obtained from the force system changes

the volumes and orifice areas that form part of the flow system. Simi-

larly, the cushion and trunk pressures found from the flow system give

rise to forces and moments that form inputs to the force system.

The Trunk Model

The major component of the ACTS model is the trunk model because

it determines the trunk shape parameters (volume, and orifice and con-

tact areas), contact pressure distribution and damping that form inputs

to the ACLS flow and force systems.

Trunk Shape. In past work, two analytical models have been developed

for the trunk shape: the Membrane Trunk Model (Ref. 8) and the Frozen

Trunk Model (Ref. 6). The shortcoming of both these analyses was that

they modeled the side and end segments of the trunk in the same way

while test data now confirm that the shorter curved end segments (front

and rear) behave very differently from the longer, straight side seg-

mvnts. Ffg. 10 shows the trunk cross section measured at the center

of the side and end segments as the load on the cushion is increased.

The entire side segment tends to bow outward and avoid ground contact,
Im

while the end segment remains virtually fixed, except for a flattening
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Total • Aircraft
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Fig. 9. ACTS Force System

in the region tit actually touches the ground. This difference in

behavior occurs because the front seaent is much smaller than the

side segrnt and is cu aed. en the cushion pressure increasetn due

to an increase in the load, the radially coutward force causes the oval

trunk planform to become more circular, as shown in Fig. 11. This

causes a hoop tension force, T, to act around the trunk periphery.

In the side segments, this force acts substantially normal to the

side excursion, s., so that its component resisting the motion is

negligible and the side segment can thus bow outwards relatively un-

restrained. In the end segments the situation is different, since

the curvature of the segment causes the hoop tension to have a much

higher component opposing the motion so that outward motion of the

trunk ends is much smaller.
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Fig. 10. Measured Trunk Profile
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Fig. II. Outward Excursion of Trunk Segments
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Since hoop tension has very little effect on side trunk motion,

the side segments can be considered as simple, two-dimensional mem-

branes, as done in the Membrane Trunk Model. On the other hand, the

fact that hoop tension restrains ("freezes") the trunk ends suggests

that these segments be modeled by the Frozen Trunk Model. Thus, the

logical step in trunk model improvement is to combine the two exist-

ing models and form the Hybrid Trunk Model, in which the sides are

represented by the Membrane Model and the ends by the Frozen Model.

The Hybrid Trunk Model is essentially a limiting case analysis

df trunk deflection. In general, best results will be obtained at

the middle of the respective segments, i.e., at the center of the

side segments, where the trunk behaves very much like an ideal mem-

brane, and at the center of the end segments, where the trunk shape

is truly fixed. In the transition region (at and near where the

segments meet), the trunk will exhibit properties of both the mem-

brane and frozen trunk approximations.

Contact Pressure. In addition to trunk and cushion shape, the

trunk model also determines the pressure distribution in the ground

contact zone. The analysis for pressure distribution is complicated

by the fact that two separate effects must be considered: direct

trunk-ground contact caused by the trunk pressure forcing the trunk

against the ground, and airflow through the trunk holes into the

interstices that remain in the contact zone.

When two bodies in contact are acted upon by a force, F, the

actual contact occurs at a number of discrete regions rather than

over the whole area, due to the inherent roughness of the contact-

ing surfaces as shown in Fig. 12. Because the number of contact
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Fig. 12. Pressure Distribution in Trunk Contact Zone
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regions is large for a "snooth" surface, it was convenient to define an

average contact pressure, Pav " F/A, acting as though the bodies were

touching uniformly over the entire area, A. In fact, Pav equals the

trunk pressure, Pt. For purposes of trunk outflow calculation, the

pressure profile in the non-contacting regions is approximated by a

.linearly decreasing relationship as shown in Fig. 12. The driving

pressure for flow through any trunk hole is thus g,.',en by the differ-

ence between the trunk pressure and the gap - ,re., * t that location.

This pressure distribution model has been compared tu expcrimental

dati, and has bken quite accurate (within 10%) (Ref. 4).

Trunk Damping. In dynamic operation, the trunk is deformed cyclically

both in tension and flexure, and energy dissipation in the trunk material

gives rise to a damping force which opposes the straii;. Ite. Because

the present trunk analysis does not solve for strain (aud hence strain

rate), a damping model that links trunk material properties directly

to trunk damping forces cannot be developed. An alternate approach

in which the damping characteristics are modeled by dimensional analysis

(similarity) based on test data thus appears more appropriate. In

keeping with the method of approach outlined earlier, the trunk is

divided into segments (Fig. 13) and a series of dashpots, one for each

segment, is included in the model such that the segment damping force

is proportional to the vertical velocity of the trunk segment.

Each dashpot models the energy dissipation characteristic of the

trunk segment. Although all parts of the trunk dissipate energy, the

major contributions will come from those parts that undergo high

stress reversals, since the strain rate is highest in these sections.

Observations of a trunk in dynamic operation suggest that the high
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stress reversal regions lie along the periphery of the trunk-ground

contact zone, because it is here that the rate of change of trunk

slope (and hence stress) is high and constantly changing with the

time as the contact area changes. As a first order approximation,

the damping model derived here assumes that all the energy dissipa-

tion in the trunk is concentrated along the trunk-ground contact

periphery so that the damping coefficient of each dashpot depends

on the perimeter of the ground contact zone. This means that when

a segment is not contacting the ground it has zero damping and when

it is contacting :he ground it has a damping coefficient proportional

to the contact perimeter.

Model Synopsis

The Flow System

(a) The fan is characterized by a static pressure rise element for

forward and back flow in series with an inertance (duct) and a

capacitance (volume).

(b) The trunk and cushion volume are found from the Hybrid Trunk Model,

which characterizes the side trunk segment as an ideal two-dimen-

sional membrane and the end segment as a "frozen" trunk.

(c) The orifice areas between the trunk and cushion, trunk and atmos-

phere and cushion and atmosphere are found from the trunk shape

as predicted by the Hybrid Trunk Model,.along with the cushion

orientation and ground profile.

(d) The pressure within the cushion, trunk and plenum is considered to

be uniform.

(e) The pressure in the trunk/ground contact zone is found from the

r triangular profile given by the Hybrid Trunk Model.
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(f) The flow through the plenum, trunk and cushion is governed by

the unsteady state flow continuity equation in which the air is

assumed to behave like a perfect gas and follow a polytropic ex-

pansion relationship.

(g) The flow through all orifices is found from the incompressible

flow square-law orifice equation.

The Force System

(a) The mean contact pressure in the trunk/ground contact zone is
6

equal to the trunk pressure.

(b) The trunk contact area and location relative to the aircraft CC

is found from the trunk shape predicted by the Hybrid Trunk Model.

(c) The cushion area and location relative to the aircraft CG is found

from the Hybrid Trunk Model. In width, the cushion extends between

the lowest (ground tangent) points of the side trunk segments. In

length, it extends between the ground tangent points of the end trunk

segments, or, if in ground contact, between the inner edges of the

contact zone.

(d) The total forces and moments acting on the aircraft occur due to

the mean trunk contact pressure acting over the contact area, the

cushion pressure acting over the cushion area, aerodynamic dragI|
and trunk damping losses caused by aircraft heave motion, and

trunk-ground friction.I(e) The forces and moments are found by dividing the cushion (and trunk)
into segments, approximating the actual ground profile underneath

the cushion by a similar set of segments parallel to the cushion,

* computing the cushion and contact pressure forces and moments for

- each segment, and then summing them to detvrmine the total force

F .37
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and moment about the aircraft CC.

(f) The heave motion of the aircraft is found by applying Newton's law

in the vertical direction to the aircraft CG.

(g) Angular accelerations in pitch and roll are obtained by applying

the theorem of moment of momentum about the aircraft pitch and roll

axes.

(h) A coordinate transformation is carried out to express vehicle frame

. velocities and accelerations in terms of Euler angles and their de-

rivatives.

(i) The moment of momentum equations, expressed in terms of Euler angles

are integrated to give the angular position of the aircraft as a

function of time.

t
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Chapter IV

Controller Design

During the low speed portion of the takeoff roll (to approxi-

mately 50 knots), the controls available are a yaw thruster on the

rear fuselage and vertical roll thrusters on each wing tip. The

roll thrusters can be directed up or down. During the takeoff

sequence, the most unstable mode of the aircraft is the roll mode.

Therefore, it was decided to control this mode and observe the

control that was applied to the pitch mode through the inertial £

cross-coupling. Also, during takeoff the yaw angle will be con-

trolled by the yaw thruster on the rear of the fuselage. With

roll and yaw controlled, Eqn (4), which is rewritten here, can

be simplified.

(106)

Controlling roll and yaw means that K will be small and PQ and

R& (products of small numbers) will be small. Q can be consid-

ered small because the takeoff starts with zero initial conditions

on P , Q., and P . With the above simplification and assuming

that any roll inputs from the ground profile are impulsive, then

the roll moment generated by the roll thrusters can be written as

XXX3 '~TiYAuTeR.S

= (107)

so = FT (108)

where Cx =1G
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now let #• 4' (109)

(110)

andF-)(1)

so Eqn (108) can be rewritten as

(112)

and , ( K- .) from Eqn (110) (113)

so 0(114)
+

For a minimum time Performance Index and for an

optimal control for this system can be shown to be a bang-bang

control (Ref. 14, pgs 245-248). In other words, the control is

a maximum (either positive or negative) whenever it is applied.

Since the eigenvaiues for ýA are both zero, Theorems 5.4-1 and

5-4-3 of Kirk (Ref. 14) show that an optimal control exists, is

unique and has at most cne switching.

Therefore, the control for a specified initial state must be

- to!g-t <t* or

._• •.o, S ,_+.< t• I• A t ,,0 + ,,.,W r., s top,
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Integrating Eqns (112) and (113) with 1 6Ž• u. 4 gives

C is �he4) �c -cC5. (116)

where C.is the value of .• at o

.-*c• Z" . r. tc ,
(117)z

where C, is the value ofj~ at

solving for t in (116)

"4 .rCt- -CCi_ (118

substituting t into (117)

~ ~tC/i~ ~ C,( <,+&~~ (119)
a c . + C c(,•CX-c) +C,

for 6"

, --. .)-c 2 C -c(1c)

where C3 c (121)
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i for •= -- U.•

for itLL ,VL 0")

4,(t'L WI (t tC i 1 t-C C -C+CC" +- j- _ _

-p 1
where •(123)

the switching curve is

t(124)

fX

Le t I)4Q~ (125)

--� L C, L oo

0 (126)

It can be noted that this controller design is almost completely

independent of the aircraft type: In the low speed range where aero-

dynamic controls are not effective, this design will help stabilize

the roll mode of any aircraft. The only relationship between the

aircraft and controller is that the thruster force is a function of

roll inertia and wing span. Thus, this design becomes very versatile
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and applicable to stabilize the roll mode of any ACLS aircraft.

A somewhat similar analysis will be made for the controller

of the yaw thruster. The criterion for directional control is to

keep the aircraft on the runway centreline during takeoff; this

can be accomplished by minimizing the lateral deviation, y, and

rate of deviation from the centreline, Y- This deviation and

rate will be minimized by yawing the aircraft in a direction to

oppose the disturbance with the use of the yaw thruster.

Prior to the installation of the air cushion, the direction-

al stability of the Jindivik was controlled by a batsman at the

end of the runway. His Job was to steer the dolly (Fig. 1) to

keep the aircraft on the centreline. The same batsman will visually

sense lateral deviation and deviation rate and control the yaw

acceleration to indirectly control the lateral deviation and rate.

Assuming that-the pitch and roll angles are kept small, then

the lateral acceleration (to correct a lateral displacement) in

the inertial frame of reference of the runway is a function of

the thrust and yaw angle.

TH AU SVSIN '
M ASS (127)

and since will be small (-430O) to keep the aircraft on the run-

way centreline, then

Spa TMP.UST 4)

(128)

Equation 128 can be implemented as shown in Fig. 14. With these

control loops the desired yaw angle to zero lateral displacement
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can be determined. Referring to Fig. 14

q, =-., --Ka (129) ]
the inner loop open loop transfer function is

<H)I< (130)

and the equivalent closed loop transfer fumction is

JcH
+ di H

xk=, (131)
S-* RKI

the outer loop open loop transfer function is therefore

_ J i Ka
-.si - K K,) (132)

this givea a root locus as shown in Fig. 15. For a damping raLto
of 0.7 the closed loop roots are located at (- - which

gives a closed loop transfer function of

Nz =
-S + K KI -S +'KL Y I" (133)

but but ~= 6•H'h.,

S4+ K.K -S "1" KK (134)
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I .

Fig. 14. Feedback Control Loops for Lateral Acceleration

4 IK

Fig. 15 Root Locus for Fig. 14
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therefore equating denominator coefficients gives *

z

or K•y KR,

=-9-1 K, (135)

Since K9 is arbitrary, a value of 0.3 was selectedso

0"3 (136)

and K2 -7 (137)

so the desired yaw angle is

The yaw angle is associated with the yaw thruster force by

CV (139)

where (2 = ".73 XIo-3 (140)

in matrix form

This equation is the same as Eqn. 114 for the roll thruster, and

similarly a bang-bang control exists for which the switching function

46-
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is

SxyTF= TI + t''
a C Fyr¶Ax (142)

and the optimal control law is

pFyr,.w 5XVT >0
SXYT)0

FyjA SXYT40

S6 = O P = = - (143) 1

The implementation of this control law would drive the yaw angle

and yaw rate to zero in the minimum time, but the directional

control problem requires that the yaw angle be equal to the de-

sired angle, tfo. This can be accomplished by shifting the switcIl

ing curve by the amount 'f'.

$xy~r tt'- I (144)

C- FFyrrIA x

This change in the switching curve means that the yaw rate and

the quantity ( '--' ) will be driven to zero in the minimum

time, or V will equal d.
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Chapter. V

The Computer Program and
Simulation Results

General

7.o EASY Dynamic Analysis Program to Aircraft Modelling (Ref. 5)

formed the major portion of the computer analysis and simulation and

the air cushion system was modelled by the Foster-Miller model, as

described in Chapter III. The computer program is listed in Appen-

dix B. In brief, the EASY program provided the means for an analysis

of the six degree of freedom rigid body dynamics of the Jindivik

drofie and the Foster-Miller model estimated the ground forces and

moments transferred by the air cushion to the airframe. Additional

FORTRAN was used to reflect the Jindivik autopilot and the designed

roll, pitch and yaw controllers in the EASY program. Simulations

were performed to obtain time history comparisons of the uncontrolled

and controlled aircraft models with a crosswind driving function and

an initial pitch angle to simulate flying off of a 2 inch step.

The Computer Program

Figures 16, 17, and 18 show the computer block diagrams of

the aircraft dynamics, the longitudinal autopilot, and the lateral

autopilot, respectively. Understanding the symbology used in these

figures would require considerable referral to Reference 5, but a

general description of the schematics will be given here.

In Figure 16, SD performs the six degree of freedom rigid body

dynamics, AV calculates the aerodynamic variables, LO calculates the

longitudinal force and moment sum, and LD calculates the lateral force

and moment sum. The terms FX3S2, FZ3S2, TY3S2, TY3S2, TX3S2, and TZ3S2,

shown feeding into LO and LD, are the'sums of the engine and external
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(i.e. air cushion system and controller) forces and moments.

The longitudinal and lateral autopilot functions shown in Fig-

urea 17 and 18 were developed from the elevator and aileron transfer

functions given in Reference 3.. The maximum deflection of the con-

trol surfaces, the gearing ratios between control surfaces and ser-

vos, and the maximum elewing rates for the servos were also programmed

into the model by FORTRAN.

Air Cushion Program

The air cushion system was progranmmed with ten subroutines to

the EASY program and the flow chart of the subroutines is shown in

Figure 19. The functions of the ten subroutines are as follows:

FM is the main subroutine which calls and interacts with the re-

maining subroutines; it also determines the appropriate fan curve

and contains the integration routine. HC, TK, SE, CO, PR, CL, S1,

and SP form a set of subroutines which need the aircraft position,

cushion and trunk pressures and ground profile as input parameters

and they calculate various areas and volumes associated with those

parameters. HC calculates the value of side trunk height for a given

cushion to trunk pressure ratio. Subroutine TK takes that height

and calculates trunk cross section parameters. From these parameters

SE updates the trunk division parameters. Subroutine CO transforms

position vectors for each trunk centre, from the vehicle frame to the

ground frame, and then calculates the distance between each of the

trunk segments and the ground, and it also calculates the ground

coordinates above which each of the segments lie. Subroutine PR

determines ground elevations (input by user) corresponding to the
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EASY

FM

Set Initial Conditions
TK
SE
Si

DETERMINE STATICFAN CURVE FROM RPMI

Initialize Geometry
HC
TK
SE
CO
PR
CL
S1
SP

DYNAMIC
SIMULATION1

Calculate (1) rate of change of
cushion volume due to geometry,
(2) rate of change of cushion
volume due to pressure changes,
(3) rate of change of trunk volume

TK
SE
CO
PR
CL
Si
SP

Runge-Kutta Integration
ST

END

Fig. 19. Air Cushion Subroutine Flow Chart
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ground coordinates generated by CO, and subroutine CL determines

the hard surface clearance for each segment using (a) the ground

elevation value and (b) the distance of the trunk segment from

the ground. Finally, subroutine SP calculates values of differ-

ent areas and volumes for each segment and adds them together

to give total areas and volumes.

In addition to these seven subroutines, FM also calls sub-

routine ST. ST determines the value of fan flow for a given

value of fan pressure rise and also calculates the forces and

torques for a given ACTS orientation. Subroutine ST also in-

corporates all the system differential equations so that the

value of the state differentials can be updated each time it

is called by the Runge-Kutta integration routine. The forces

and torques calculated by ST are passed to the EASY program

via FM.

Simulation Results

The results of the simulation to test the controller de-

signs of Chapter IV are shown in Tables I and II. For initial

conditions of -10 in pitch, 00 in roll, and a constant 40 ft/sec

crosswind, the uncontrolled model induces a roll angle and pitch

angle that are lightly damped in comparison to the controlled

model. Also, the restoring yaw angle is less than the controlled

yaw angle and the lateral deviation, y, is subsequently greater

for the uncontrolled model. The 1.5 second simulation for the

uncontrolled model required 15,000 seconds of computation time

and consequently the simulation was not continued to the extent
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Table I - Simulation Results Uncontrolled Model

LATERAL
TIME PITCH ROLL YAW ALTITUDE DEVIATION

0.0 -1.000 0.000 0.00 2.60 0.00
0.5 .305 .113 -. 63 1.52 3.84
1.0 .451 .474 -1.94 1.02 8.78
1.5 .377 .142 -2.51 1.25 14.87

Table II - Simulation Results Controlled Model

LATERAL
TIME PITCH ROLL YAW ALTITUDE DEVIATION

0.0 -1.000 0.000 0.0 2.60 0.00
0.5 .273 .150 -. 74 1.71 3.83
1.0 .282 .072 -2.05 1.25 8.77
1.5 .063 .023 -3.82 2.32 14.68
2.0 .038 .005 -5.99 2.31 21.23
2.5 .045 -8.52 2.27 27.87
3.0 .052 -11.37 2.23 34.12
3.5 .048 -14.46 2.32 39.56
4.0 -17.70 2.32 43.74
4.5 -21.10 2.32 46.22
5.0 -24.50 -7- 46.52
5.5 -27.80 44.15
6.0 -30.90 38.56
6.5 -33.40 29.21
7.0 -34.80 15.69
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Chapter VI

Conclusions and Recommendations

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)

has accepted the Foster-Miller program as a valid air cushion

model; however, in the course of the analysis of this thesis,

several problems arose which prevent this program from be-

coming an effective design tool. The primary problem is the

excessive computation time required for dynamic simulation

when it is incorporated with the EASY Dynamic Analysis Program.

The Fourth Order Runge-Kutta integration routine used in the

air cushion model requires a time increment of 0.001 seconds

for numerical stability. Since this integration routine is the

prime reason for the excessive computation time, it is rec-

ommended that the routine be changed or augmented to reduce

computation time.

The air cushion model assumes that the trunk is an

elliptical shape rather than the actual shape, in which the

aft end is 10% wider than the fore end. This discrepancy

impinges on trunk and cushion volumes ani areas, pitching

and rolling moments, clearance and gap areas, etc. In other

words, it requires considerable evaluation and extensive

modification and verification of the program to change trunk

shapes. It is reco..crended Lhat Foster-Miller Associates be

asked to modify their model to accommodate different trunk

shapes as future designs may require.
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The air cushion model has no provision to orient the trunk

orifices other.than perpendicular to the trunk surface. In

fact, the Jindivik trunk orifices are drilled inward at a 450

angle to produce more cushion pressure in the region of trunk

contact. Some adjustment should be made to the model to allow

this orifice orientation as a design parameter. Also, the

model uses a single curve to describe the fan characteristics

rf outflow vs. drive pressure, but the actual characteristics

* dependent on more variables; hence, a fan "map" is required

-r replace the single curve and adequately describe the fan

during all phases of its operation.

A weak part of the computer simulation is the evaluation

of the Jindivik Stability Derivatives due to the fact that the

static wind tunnel data was extrapolated from the Recovery Trunk

Data and was suspect from the beginning of the analysis. Conse-

quently, it is recommended that uind tunnel tests be conducted

in a moving belt tunne', ith the takeoff trunk and with measure-

ment of the rate variables p, q, and r. Barring this option,

the development of the derivatives should be reviewed and ammend-

ed with the use of more sophisticated data reduction techniques.

Once the computer program, shown in Appendix B, is changed to

encompass the previous recommendations, it can Le used to de--

fine the following parameters:

a) Operational limits and directions of crosswinds.

b) A "ground roughness" criteria above which the aircraft

becomes unstable.
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c) A flap deflection schedule to provide minimum takeoff

distance within pitch stability. The present two flap

settings would provide a step input to pitch and hence

should be changed.

d) All of the above for different vertical thruster sizes

and locations.

This thesis has integrated the EASY Dynamic Analysis Program

and a truncated version of the Foster-Miller air cushion model

to simulate an air cushion vehicle during takeoff. During the

process of that integration and simulation, some major deficiencies

in the Foster-Miller model iia-e been highlighted. This thesis

has also developed and deponstrated a technique to control bang-

bang thrusters on the wing tips and a bang-bang thrust deflector

on the tail section. Complete verification of the controller de-

sign was not possible due to the large computer resources-that

would have been required, but the results do show the control

trends that are expected. The application of wing tip and yaw

thrusters to other air qushion aircraft should provide comparable

results. Also, these thrusters could be used on Vertical or Short

Takeoff and Landing (V/STOL) aircraft because these aircraft also

have marginal stability and require control enhancement in the

low speed range.
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Appendix A

Graphs of Aerodynamic Coefficients

Fig. A-i Lift Coefficient Versur Angle of Attack

Fig. A-2 Pitching Moment Coefficient Versus Angle of Attack

Fig. A-3 Drag Coefficient Versus Angle of AttacK

Fig. A-4 Side Force Coefficient Versus Sideslip Angie

Fig. A-5 Side Force Coefficient Versus Sideslip Angle For Angie
of Attack - 0.1 Deg

Fig. A-6 Roll Moment Coefficient Versus Sideslip Angle - For Angle
of Attack - 2.2 Deg

Fig. A-7 Roll Moment Coefficient Versus Sideslip Angle - For Angle
of Attack - 4.3 Deg

Fig. A-8 Roll Moment Coefficient Versus Sideslip Angle - For Angle
of Attack - 6.4 Deg

Fig. A-9 Yaw Moment Coefficient Versus Sideslip Angle - For Angle
of Attack - 0.1 Deg

Fig. A-10 Yaw Moment Coefficient Versus Sideslip Angle - For Angle
of Attack - 2.2 Deg

Fig. A-li Yaw Moment Coefficient Versus Sideslip Angle - For Angle
of Attack - 4.3 Deg

Fig. A-12 Yaw Moment Coefficient Versus Sideslip Angle - For Angle
of Attack - 6.4 Deg
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Appendix B

Computer Program Listing
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VP LOPYP L0 LO-Lq ULP L)-t? ;LA LD-LA SLOALOSLDA $NO LO.NO
NO' L.3aNO 14 LO-N@ 11K AV-Ol) 14.LILO'CLE SALFSO.ALT tAt AV*AL
LIE AVsq'F 710 AV-PC £FC A~IP0 ;V7 Av-VS 100 1)1509 INSP'i3
LORDLOSLO IYODLDO.YO ItflDLOSNOR
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LOCATION; Ilku.2-N
FORTRAN S1ATEmkNTS

&,rp-q.30:..#414.4*TN tN-1.eýE-ZgTW CN9*2+9.23E-641H ENG03-1. E-9.

10 CALL 'EM1Y r1.P;Nmr9.PI,(tl.OLCNVTKS2.QFNFH,OFNVM.0ryF4. IPPF
1M.C35c1.ft

5
(. v:-SrFl.POFN,)VIKFM,VvPLr.vtirM, __ OVCfN.SKIFN.,

2 ALTSD.ROý"SO.PITS).PH-rfOT *THE4EOO.VCICZ.ACHSZ,U SOb,e SOAL AV,P

I Sot0. SO.1 SO,AW,,MSSA*Af. TENNyI. OPi,Ri TK,QZ TE,LI
XTk,.LZ TC.PIIITIC. TX $T,FY STTZ ST.YANSO.XZ IT 3,OPTFN,OTC

- F*,OYAFM,ATICCH,ATKATIATK(CHCATCAICOCNAT,V_,SDIPM2TKLLIfI LZSI,

.*#...... POLL CONTROLLER _

Six.AC^LS-D.E'0 OA-VI--A9S(PO -AV_)/_(2.L'V4AE18.16C-3I
-IFISW.GT. 0.ITYCIN'-UNIAK-2O. _________________

1F(SW.LT.0.ITXC3N2 UMIAK20.

-- F( (SY.7TO. 3.)1. AN). (00 AV. fl'.0. 1) TXCON:-UNAXSZO,_____________
IF( (SV0.r-2.1. AN). (D0 AV. LT.O.)I TYCOtJ:UMtXS20.

AV1.CC.O.0)) TKCON-.O,

C040........... YAW CONTROLLift..... *** .... ..*.*.S.90-* S.#... *4*9

SIECR-OJO 'y) S)-liZ 11 1
sTx-4tWSc1-Sxccý.P SD'A!S(:t Sb~ol 3. LFuvTtliW
IFESYTX.C.T. 0, l)TZCOI'-UY1'4AE !i0 _ ___________________

XFI SVTX. LT.0. 1TZCON' uYYIAX-i0.
-IF(4(SYTK.2' .0. 1. AN3).(v SD.ST.0 *)ITZCON.z-UYT9AX't@,
Ir4(sYTK.a:.0.).API).(c 5O0.1.0. IITZCON.UYTHAXUO0.
IF( f(YAWSO. --Q. Id .At":). 4= ShEC.0. I)TZCON:O.

__ .SKPITCN.-P::SD-flD Av)-AIS (1 AV)/4 2.* UMAX* .52S-31,
IF(SW(PITCH.rCT. 0.) TyCOPjs-UNAX'12.
jF(5E-"TCM.L1.0.)TYcQPj. N1? _______

#((SP1I-.E.C.)&NCt00AV.CT.0.))TYCCN.-U1AX1IZ.
I
t
E(SXFITC-'.!2.0. $.AND.(2 M^ V.LT.C.PITYC0tNc UMAX112.-

IFE(&WS(PITSO).iQ.0.O).'IPI0.(A3S)O0 AV).EC.0.0)) TYCONsO.

1Y2S3%T! ST ______________________________

LOCATIOI..12'..S3.IN
0
OUTS.EN

LCCATION'4.0.L2.lI4
0
U75.AV.1O.S3,t10 2(X.ATL)

LOCATIOlS3? .!3.TI'dU!SzL0LO.1
FOPTRAk STATZNZNI7S

LLEC-.25'(2 S0-0.1..5336(PItSO-O.)

LVOCAl? ON *1' 9. TV
-L0CATIO0.147,:T ?.INPuTS. -TP _____________________
LOC&T ION.IeS7,MS 114JOUTS2:TF,tT 7.11 8

JORTR411 STAITEILNTS _________ _____________3IF . MC 1.;!a. 0.I1 XC'iCl 1=10.
1F(km!'~ I .LC.-15.3El X40I -1-15. __________________

LOCATION-I;tl,1T .ItiPUTS'NC I
LOCATION.S!,IT 3.INPUTS'SO('flwX)
LOCt TI3N:39 IT? 1.INPUTS.SOEYO.E)
FOPliA11 SISIENMENTS _________

AJIC- .196-(P S0..-HLDO).R SO

LOC*TON.2'.d,tF 2
LOWAITON-ZI.1'sd )190'JY-TS.I Z.________________
LOCATION.2?66.MC: !,4"*42j 3-- 1 1.F ,17 .T10
FOPIPAII ',ThTEIzPI1 -

IrvYU "G 1%.8 11 MlC Zt'S.
]Fly-. liC 2.E. -4. 1 W V. Nc 2'-A.

LOCATION.?5'.,fIf).INP'JT~S.C 2

[NO OF MaCSL
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rORMIAN STATC~LNTS
- 5Uqq~ouTINE IH.C4P(PL T~NONOE PP,CS:.DPm.VCS,ft

1HO.OVK.(DJL,* VP.Dvfý.K * G.H-.""ODTT4EOOTVC9ISZ,ACNSZ lU
* ~TEM.mv:. 091.RI TKc.R? ?'.Ll TK.L

x2 TmC.P,41TK. t STJy ST.T7 S1.SIEI(CG.QPTFM.OTCFHI.aTArn,ATCSt,'-
XAAAC!AC,.:VV.2?KLIlLIlI-A~
REAL L.LS. mAss. LV,.L1I~1,L!TK.L2IS1,LZTK,,mSs

- . MZM SION Y Lt3) , I131 .OrL T I( I ) ,SL .CO ( 2 2 ).ZC SE (32 .t' ISE ( 32 -1.
X.OCLsC(32 ,irTYSE(32 ),XC13z(32 i,Z-.xSEf32 ),ISGSE(SZ I.VTIS1(32 I
X, C 1S 1(3 2 ) .YGNCL ( 52 1 .AC riZ(I)Z I . ATISZ 32 Z ,PSRS2I32 I.ATRS2(32 I
)[,CHS2(32 lET(SZ(3Z I.ZCNS2(32 ),?TKSZ(32 I.OY ST(13),IG PRcsi 1.

A T A 0 1. R A 3 1A N/ f. 11ý1 ý4zS 53.0 .017-453 2

____ NSS-77.; 14.., $9.4 MCK*(1.y ZICArz.5 INSP.3ZS5VCO.0. __CC1l

0G. 1.5 !F~sC. SDATs?1i'S.a lLSw.~.12 SO=.4617 $A-.695 SE
£;5S6.' 9ylvl.0 ;14x-3-_?tJ.4195 IA-. -_Smsn.0533 SLX.0.80

CG'-;*.5 $jGEC'.1 SCCXx 1.1 TIa0

MASS..,SS STý40ATatE4
__NTAS*THT 5011Vý!mi4 $.ouT,*HOOT $O.4IMETA-TEOOT

NST3.*NS% PPH.P
_QA A COuISIJI.N
VPLM-.313 5VFAN-.468

__ _V FLa.V OLN*V -c AN ________________________________

Do 100 IziNSTOP
____LLTA (Ilz 0.0

100 CONTINUE'
______Hot .241/ (VýOtOtTEMDAT)

k..IINIPUM TRUNK m-rGMHT-LS _PATK~ikG LATI~q HEIGHT __________

HYzA MA It WY .. 4

____CALL TK(IS4TKP24U,_O 2 T~P1 X ~_Tý.2T~", _
ISHAPS.ISMiI(

1#~IS~A'EZQ.L..GO TC i3j

---.-. CALL Sf(ITYSr,9g! E.D SE. CX 1 XCXSE9,OELSERC.ISE.ZCISE.ICLFM.R2 T
1K. Pm2TK.02 Sl. LS.M.*.0. ISGSZ)

___ CALL Si(0)21S1,At 51l.A2 Sl,Sl SlCI S1.OEXS1.9ýISlLlIS1,LZXS1.-RLITS

___1 TIKATYS: ,0,A,=.N.1,VTst~1.AcS1 *LSI _________

FPLMWA. 023-3. L-P4.-P?.8E0P~

C IPiPT P~rSSU~f ANO OUTPUT FLOW
___Ir(2eM.GE.11917. AN. (1014.0T.12075.11 Go To_$?._________

IF((Dpm.G!.1?03S. I k3N0. fPl.LT.I2?139.)f GO6 TO iO
IF(400M.GI.12351*4. r)AN. f~v.LT.j12'.)9.) GO TO 91

IF~(IROM.GE.IZ627. I AND.(Re'0 .LT .12 765. 1 GO TO 9Z
IF ( (OP".GE .1? 6S. ) ANCI. 0014. LT. I 90 . ) GO TO 413 _ ____ __

IF (40PP.GE .1290!. 1 AtIC-. ( '0.).L I. I ?1. t. GO TO91.
IIF(OPM.GE.tl0il. ) AND.('1L.37)_ GO TO-95
IF~fQoM.CE.131I1. ) ANC. 'PI. L I. 1 3'17. 1 GO IQ96-
IFl(vPM.GE'.11317. ) ANC,. 140.LT.0455.11, GO TO 9? _ ____

IFlItDM.GE. 1345i. I. At~t..IK1.L.13'93.)) GO TO 98
IF'I (00N.Gf1.15593. ). ANfl. IRP4.L.1 '1 . I )GO TO099
IFIIQPM.GE.11731.).AN,'.IP.DN.LL.1'O00.l) GO TO 101
IF( RPM.GT.1.00J. ) GO -T0-1. _________

IF( Qr'l'.LT.11171.) ý.o In~ 2_
IF(f4~2'.GF.11Iti. ).AN0,f-Pl.LT.1~1 18.)) GO TO 82

IFfP.GCj3 60 TO 83

IFI (EmaM..11I ). A r..Eqfl4.L.1 179ý.)) Go TOS I5
I~f(RPM.G!_.11T9,. I .AN(. 4qP..LT.1 1937.11 Go TO086

79
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2 PRINT 3
3 F 0RpAT (OFP L0w-R END OF FAN _MAO*).- __

GO TO 199
.. PRINT ;

S FOAIAT (f OrF UP2CR SND Or FAN MAP91

C 'FAN CURVE rOA 3TATff ITTrA-TIdONS

8?, OFAN# 15.0 C -.3U3 - *AN#L.3'.!.3 '*PFAN'*_2-1.6SE-S *PFAN!
. X0.3 GIG TO 110

83. QFANt:1.0t -.33 -9 - *'ANt3.84.E-3 __*P~FAN**2_-1.39_E-9 OPFAN
. Xv'3 $GO TO 110

__$1 OrANr~.11.3__.j6f- 0-IAN-1.7'.L-3 OlFAN**f-6.3E-6 OPFAN
XO*3 SG3 TO 110

as OSCANS10.82 -.129 __ *PFAN*_1.29E-3 4PFAN*#2-'..56z-6 OPFAN__
-X--1 SGd TO 110 . _ _. - _ _ _ _4

86 -OFANS9.73 _.O 07 FAM.7.15E-4 4PFAN*#2-2.6E-6 OPFAN
X"3 $G60T 110

8?Z_ OFANZ9.97 _ -. _077 **FANi.95gE-4 *PFAN@*l2-?.4E-6i *PFAN

X.-3 SG3 TO 11 0
88 QFANx:1'.39 - -. 15 ___*PFAN+1.S2E-3_ 4PFANG62-3.96E-6 OPFAN

X#43 SG) TO 110- -- ______

89 _ FAtfulE.38 -013 '2FAN42.57E-3 OPFAR*02-7.79E-6 *PFAN
_X603 SG62T 110

-9L- FAN2_15. 03 _ -.?It *3FA.N4..?'E-3_ 4PFAN*42-4.6?E-6 OPFAN
X#*3 SC.) TO 110

91 O'ANI12.73 -. 13 .2FAN41.03 -3 #PFAN*42-.2.78-6i OPFAN
X#8*3 iG3 T 110

-92 _ QFAN-.13.76 -.15 -3 *2-FAN#-.117E-3 _.PFANf*2-3.OIE-6 VPFAN.
Xe*3 SG3 TO 110

jO A .13. ?4. *.lU '*-*FAN* 1. 05f- 3 *PFANP*2-2.6S.6 OPFAN
X*83 SC.) 118li

_2ý_0AN-t2.05 .__ -. 066 *cFA4#!.92E-l. *P-FAN'*Z-1.5. -6 *PFAN

__9 __CANm12.S7 -. 0 PA..3-. *PFA+-(:.6E- *PFAN
1-.3 - C.) TO 110

9(,- rA-1159__-.062 *'rAN.ý3.78E-4. *PFANw*-?q.t.3:-? *PFAN
X--3 S G ) T iiIll

97 OFAN. 12.6 - -. 7 **FAN&.'.79C-'. *PFAN*-2-1.09!-6 *PFAN
X(**3 !G) TO 110

Se_ OFAN-13.29 -. 206 OPFAN-1.29E-3 OPFAN'*2-2.61E-6 #PFAN
)(-3 SG.') 110It

99 OFANz 19. 03 -._21 3 *FAN. 1. 21E-3 ODAUt42-2.53C-b OPFAN
X--3 zG r O 116

101 CrA.3.07 -. '? FAJ44 94 -3 fOFAW& -5.63E-6 APFApi

C ~~CHANG.:O 0 90ON PIASSFLOW TO VOLUNM FLOW______________
110 CFAN._OFAH/('RNO.32.Z)

_____OFA flX_= FA N
* FX-.7FANK

____O FflhQF AN. 4

PFN-PFAN
___PPL-'PPIA______________

C CONVERT OE'kEES TO RACIAIS

PN"IrIWE#43010AN

___OTHNl A. 7tHrA.qAOT AN
OPNI.OP44I~AOIA'd SS1I.-Sl-ROIAM
IC04J.0
ICNzICLN

_C,_OP.TAIN1INITIAL VALU¶..Or ocZ,4f A'~r, TwTIALZ! GkOEONTR....

CSO.DCb4SS-
CALL HCIZ NC.CSS)

"C INIPIUN TRUJNK HýI1G4T IS, A-.-Iltlr LAT1ER VEtCNT
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CALL TK(ISMTmC.PMZTK.R? TK.RtI tK.P'H1TK.LL TI(,L? TK.HV.A.E.L,LS)

SH D H IC______

CALL CC(SL4CO.XCXSz .ZCXSE.Y'GXZC.SIEPNE.Tt4E,CC,FF,GGI

____IjRSISNI1,42TIC.P? TK.-OX _SE, C SE.-V,KPj TK.PHlTtKICL~rM,Lj TK.L
12 7KC.IT iSE.a.A.E.N. 4.Vt:S1.A C ISI .L,)
CALL SF.T<Z.CS.AmP2KP2 TK.021St.SE SE.AI SI.AZ SI.D.X S
uLIs: St. ITYSz yrW;CL,"y .[' S1.IXIS1.8ZISlXCIS.ZCsIS.L2 r
2ICLi!SI.L2ISi,qiIsi ,P21SI,2.'Ls-.SN'SIrCYSE.o,LS,AI.,NX.NNH.vI.LX,S__
3N.VCCPl T<.AG

0 SZ,A TAS?,A'.ýS2.&Ct:S2,AACS2.ACCS2. ISGSE.VTSIS,ACISI*
XAq~AI?,ýSt~S_)(ý!StTSICSTý Ti()
VCHSS-VCHSZ

- VCs.VC,1Sss~ .

' CALL '4C(Z 'C. (iEH#PTK) I
t4_ 'YI MTmlz-c ______________

CNINIIPU'4 TRUNK' AEE:'4ýT'i Pit";NG , 3ATTER HEIGHT
____h V.AM AIIlH.Y, *71____ ___ _____________

-CALL TK(IS4TK.PHZ!1IC.? ?'(.qt TI.PHITKLL TK,L2 TC..Hy.A,E,LLS)

__CALL S(rS, 5. S-r.ZCYS~.E.CXSE.0ELSE. xcrsE-.ZCIS.EICLFM.ftZ T
IK,P#4z7.02:S1.L5.-4.tJ,o.ISGSzI

_____ALL CO(SL .MCOcYFýýcVS.Y ~w:G.S:F,P14ETIi,CC,FF.GG)
-- CALL CLIYG 4L,?CN.0Q ,THý,$L4.COYG OP)

CALL SI(32'31.AI S1I.A? 31,51 Sld' SI,OXISi.OEISi.LlISl,L2ISlRIIS
___11.RZISlSfllS1.PH?21K.02 TK.J S--.0E SE..4Y.cl1_TK-Pm4ITK,.CLrM.L1. TK,L

____CALL SP(VT<S?..VCM$?,ACMS?.:-.2T<.(.T2Th.OZISI2BE SE.AI SI.A? S1,01 S
lE.SI St. ITYSE.YFH^,L.Ny drl 5IQXtS1IP,RSl.AClsI-,ZCISE,L2 r

____2K.LiISIL2ISI ,R !S1.;2!SI,')LS.l~tt.1KCXlEO,DLS,AH,NXNH4I.IY LXS
3H.VC0,QI T<A'

0
32, A -AS2.ATC3,Azi$?,S.A.CS2,ACCS!,.SGSE.VTI51.ACIS1t.

____ ACD.S2.ATI~S!,iTRS!.O1#T'Z,XCHS?,Y(TKS2Z, CHS2.-ZTKSZ.L,.Li rO _________

OVCMP.(VCI4;?.VC-4SS)/E(OCm/PTK3.OCHSSI
___ OVP.OVCI4P ___ ___________

C*0*00GNAMIC SI IJLATION***'...*#*-..
9 9

S... *
9 9

e
_____ I NU '4,0 -- -___________________________________

OVTK-.0.0
_____ VK.O)VTK _________________________________

(JVCH.SCT-ACHS?

CALL STIFY ST.T! ST,7y ST.Oy. IT, ZP.FPL,VPL.VTKSZ,CCX,0VIC.PTKOVC.
SY G ('PP -. C S . K ,)ý.)4-D T T :T4C TC KP T G ,Y .E . S
2, RPm. U, Slf.HO.40AGPS2,ACNSZ,ATAS?,AICS2,ACNS

-- 32.AACSZ,AC!S2#C~fCrX.frIO. ACF*ý. RTIS2.ATRS2,PERS2,XC'4SZ,ZC4S2, ___

3XT-($',ZTKS '.ACISI .YGHCL..IO1'F".QTCFM.CTAFH,0CH&TI
..CALCULA~r kVCNL~yjg :)VTK 5_ C VC ICVP, LQYK**

I VC'4S-VC'4S2 3VTKS-VTKSZ K2 KHYALLL) -

20CALL TK (IS4'K,P-42?IC Q2 K, TK.CHITKLt TK;L2 KHZo*S
ISHAPE.ISH tKc___ __ ___

CALL IEITYSV,FlCS~l0y TtCSCSC Z!~ZLM3

CALL CC(SLir~O.Yz.Nt.7C4Si:.YCG,KCr.SIF,PHE.THECCFFGG) __ _
CALL PQ(YG -R)
CALL CLlVG lL,1.N,P 4,THZ,SL4C0,YC ")Rl
F iiC,

1 -:ý,
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11,R151.HS.P~?(.P I() SEP! SE',NYsfl tK,PH1T<.cICLVMLI K%
X_ 2 tC I TYS 0, A 2.H,1.IV,'IsI.AC!S1 .LSi
CALL SP(VT<S!.VbCAZ Z.'?TGF Tvc.O?1Eij.B SE.A1 SI.A? $1,015ý
11,51 51, !TYSt.VfCHCL.HI fr'x S1.OXsIt.BtISI.XCISE,ZCISE,LZ T__

2K,LIISI,LZ1S1.A1IS1.'71SI,OzELSE,!N1S1,XC)SC,OLS,AH,Nx,Nl.4wfiV,LXtS

KACPS2,AT1S?.&,.RS?.PFRt2.1(C4S2,XTKS?, TCNS2,ZTKSZL,LI T'CI

Cv**** OVCH
0 

C ILC'LAT ION * *.....

CALL HC(HXOqATI

C HINZHMU IQUNK HEI'GHT IS PAqKN'G 3LATTEft HEIGHT

CALL TK(ISNTS(.PH4?1C.2 ?CR1 TK,PHITK,LI TKLZ TKHYA,EL,LS)

ISHA$.-ISHTE - GO -.

____CALL SU(ITYSE.Bi StcSE .ZCXS;,XCj$L,9iKSg~jXsCzj[jJL T
1K.PHZT'C.CZISl, Li... H*t, !SGSE)

__CALL CC(SLCO.X:XS!,ZCKCSE.YCG.ICGS!E,!HE.THE,CC,F!,C.G)
CALL PREYG PRI

-____CALL CL(YG9CL.!CN.PHCtE!.'SL4CO,.YG. PR) I ______________

- .____CALL _Si (OIStl.A15I2lAi _SUSIS.LlTI StS1,0EIS1PirLiS.L?1'51 ,RIIS

CALL SP(VT<S?.VtNS?,lc.4S!,'24T'C.P2 TK,02ISI.Bi- SE,hi Sii2 SfjX S
___11.5! Sl. -ITYSC.Y',HZLP-IY CI '! S1,0IS1,eZISI.XCESE,ZcIS5,LZ T

2K .L 1S1,LZ flfql. ~ 1S.RZISI, )ýLS-. tFJIsýlCXSEtDLS, .5AH-I,N(X N'4,HNYI,L1.1,
XACIRS?.ATIS!.ATQ',?.OtO¶!.1CliZ.XTPS2.ZCNSZ,?TS?,L ,LI KId
OVPZ (VZNSS -VNS'?)/f( (FCNQ'¾().-DOA T)_________________
PRAT- hA 1 1(0. 0. AMIl*ll 1. 3.* I 1/P7 K))

C.** CA LCUL AtE -- OTK(
CALL HC(NK,DaATI

C MINIrIUM 1AUNK 'CG-TIS PARK14NG BLATTER HEIGHT

CALL T1(IS'4'C. 0 'ZT(.RZ TK,tI TK,PHITK.LI tK.LZITK,NY,A.E*.LLS)
IP(ISHA0 &.E'3.0) GObTO 11

IK.PH-ZTK,fl?t51,LSMN,C',ISGS!-)
-- CALL CC(SL4CIpXC.XSE,!jCKSýyS!,GXECC,ST-t-tPNE,-TNECClrG)_______I

CALL PRI(YG PD4)

_____CLLL C(GLINPETES~Q,&R ________________

CALL Si(02151,31 SI .A2 15Z It St,OXISI.9$IS1.LIISI.L2!_Slftllj
11.R2l51,SHISt.OHZTK.q2l Tid.)I SE.Eý SE,HY,C.1 T(,PHITI(,I$:LrP,LI TI(,L
X?__ IT1K,!TYSE,*).A.,N,'l,Vt5,SlC :tSi I

CILL SP(VT(SZ.VZNwSZ.ACHS?,'H4?TICS? TK.O2IS1,S! SE,AI SSAZ 51.015S
ICS! SI, - Ityrt.YCNMCL.'4Y .!S1 )!1911XIS7IEL
2K.LIISIL?ISI.RlISI .P2ISt .3.:L'-. '4J!5.XCXSE.O.LS.AH,NK.tIH.HYX.LW(.S

_ 3mVCO,Q1 T,(,AGC',?,ITA¶?,ATZXS?,Ari.S2, ±ACS2,ACCSZX$sGSE,VTIS jjACfI.
KACP.S2,&TIS!.ATQS?.Oý?t2 .ECHSC,XTKSZ, ZCHSZ. ZTKSZ.L,LI 7K)
GV'(.(VT.CS2-VTKSI/. 01

C*4*-*- VOUIJTH OROVR 
0
UNGE-'CUTTA INTEGRATION ROUTINE

-TI1).PPL IY(Z)PC'4 SY(3)PliK-------

00 10 I'l,4

10 yII):Y(I)..QOY -37(1)
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CALL ST(FY ST.TZ ST.TV t70 ST.ICP.PPL.VPL.VTKS?,0VE.0V.K.PTICOVC,

2. Rpm U. ý,,:4.GS.CmZAAACAN
32,AACS?.AC2S.C&%,CvX,CCP. ACPS2.ATIý ,ATQZ.PERS2.XC,4S2,ZCb4Sa.
3XIK(S2,ZTi(S!,ACISI,VGMCL,0Q1CIM.QTCVM.CTAFi1.0CHATI

-- O 20. 111,4 ________________________________

CALL STIFY ST.TZ SI,Tw ST.'3Y ST.!PP.PDL.VPLVTKS2,0FX.OVK.PTK.OVC,__

?, -_ L..SU-- --.C.ACPSH.ACHS2_,ACH2AASZ.ATCS2.ACNS
3Z,AiCS2.ACýS?.CAF .CFX.r1,P. AI: S2?,A.T.ISZ.ATRS2-.PERS2,E'C'4S2,ýZCNS2,
3xTKcS2 , 21S2,AC1IYI~yHCL ,QPTe".QOCFP¶.TAFMQCHAT)
CO 30 TzI.4.

30 VII)wY( S-TIf 40 ___________________________

CALL ST(FY ST.?' ST,Tx ST,3Y ST,!PP,PPL,VDL.VTKS2,QFX.OV'(.PTK.OVC,
___ YCG.CVPOC,4c. VCI;2,SKT .tD -1T , T.,. T 0-007CKK, PAT. GG, 14Y 1. EC .MSS_

2. fi
9
'4, U, SzL.R.J0.AGOSZ.AC,4S2,ATAS?,ATCSZ.ACNS

-.32,AACS2,AC:S?,CArtrCCVp.C £Z, , AFZAT 'IS2,ATRS2,PZRS2ZXCb4s,-ZC.H4S2
3X7KS2.2TK5I,ACISI,YCHCLOP1cIm,OTCFI.CTAFM.OCNmAT)

00 40 1,1.4.__________________

FIPLOYW 30^.4,Y(2) jrty(3)M
CALL ST(FY ST.TZ 51 .71 3?. YST.I .P.PTS.CWOKPKOC

2, I - , .__ SIr .zO,ACfPS2.AeQSZ.ATAS!.ATCS2.ACNj_
32,ALCSZ.AC:3Z,CAF.-V.-- A'F2AIST ?,ES,~m2Zm

___3XTi(SZ.ZTKS!.AC.ISt.VGHCL ,'Pt--M.OTCV%ýCTAFM.OCHAT)

- 1V4TI'.LT.fTNCL_2TOS_________
CON T I NUE
1NUlMI ___ ____

Ci#i*64-OCALCULATE CVCH,Z)VCHP,3VTI( AS CVC,OVP,OVK
I- F( NU)l?0I.1It.ZOI ________________________________

it VCHSSVCH.S? SVTI(S*VTIS2
-201 __CALL

1SMA;'E-ISmlTb

CALL Sz ITY'S1,9ý SE.LDX Sý-,!CxSE.YCX(SE,oELSE,XCISfZVISe7jCLFM$qRZ I

CALL CC(SL4CO.Xý SE.zcXfs' .V;6.XKý.SLE,P,'EINE.CC.FFGG)
____CALL PA(YG OR)________________

CALL CLIYGHi4L.IJ-.P4ST'4E.3L4CO.YG PR)

rALL St 1O2tSAI Sfi AZ stsi -if m- st bu11s-isL-.tL21xSI1vqRxT
IKI . SIS1.S.Pi ,K'_?TtL? ?_,.Cx M, I ~

It ?ic.IIYSE,D,A,-'.N,Pi.V~ttl. ICI!;t.LSI
CALL SCVTtvKSC O~T, I.0?IS1,BS- SE,AI. St.A2 S1.01 S__
ILsSI St. tTYSE.YG'4SL..Y L'. SI.C%1S1.OjXIS1,XCSS~,TC1SE.L? T

3m,vrO,RI T(.AG
0
S2. A711Z.AT':SZ.AzNSZ, AACS2.ACCSZ, SGSE *VTISI, ACISI.

Xj(P2.TI?.~qZ.rP2,C~E."KSZ,7CHS2.ZTK!"2.L,LI TKI_______
EIVCQý4VC~4SZ-VC-4SI/. 01

CO .... DVC"-P CALCUL%'10'I
vCmI4!tVZHKI? SOR4T&(t'CI..PTaK.PCH*.I)/PTI(
CALL HC(HX,O~AYI ____

"IY.*4 Hxly
CALL 1)(I$S4T'(,PH.?t(.0? ?(,qj TK,rHNITIC.LI TK,LZ TK.HY*A,Zs,LSl
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- ISI4APS=ISMT' O O1)Ki
1rtIS4A*E T. l GO 4X
CALL S~I I t,1 Se3 S.Xx XSE OE LSE XCISE ZC IS SICLFM" RZ -T_

1K. P'2TK .0?2 II.1.LS. H,FIi.3. IS f.St ___

CALL CO(SLC0,XCXS- ,?Cx3S ,YG.xCG.SIE,PI4E.THE,CCFF.GGI
.CALL 0; 1YG 0 __________)___

CALL CLy4LINOE*4,L-Oy PR)

* CALL SI(OZCSI.AI SI;A? SI.SI SI,CI S1.0X1Sl.8MX1iLlISt.LISI#,1S
-t- 1,q?rsi.SNISI.Pm2T(,r? TI(,9X SCF_- SE.my.pI 7K.P,41TK.ICLFM.L1 TK.L

*XZ TK,ttYSE.3),A,ý.Pk,1.v'IS1.AC!SI *LS)
CALL SP(VIKS?.V 1M~Afr4Sý,Ok2T<,r?. TK.O2ISI.Or SfEAI SL.A? S1.01 S

- L,.SX St. I~ySEVm.'~L.-4v .LI Sl.)x1s1.O..XS1,XCIST.,ZCISEL? T

3H.VCD,PI T<.ACO032. A'AS2. '.cs;.A:kzý2.At.C-,ACCS?,ISGSE,vTISIACISI.
- E.CRSZ,ATIS!,ATRS2.PýRS?, XCHiZ,)cT?,ZCHS2,ZTK(S~iLl-,IL1K)

opRAsiArHSS-O.O,?)(fl4(1C/2.O<C/1 K) _______________

CSI CALCULATE OViK .......... 9 *S**#9*9R

____CALL NC(Hx,PRAtI ______________________

____CALL T.(ISlTKvP..ZT~jC~fX, 'CI TKPHI4TK,Li TKLLZTKt!Ny.A!tE..LLSI
XSHAPZ-cIsmrK

___ ___X(.jSHA*i. VI.p.PGO TQJ99 ______

CALL S(VS. S1.0y Sý.CS-,CS.ES.CS.C~-ILMR T

CALLC(S.0K$ ZX.
-__CALL Pq(YG OR) __ __

CALL CLIYGICL. ICN.Pi4ETm4- ,$IL'CO,YC. PF)

CALL SJ(OZIS1.Al SI..A2 S1.3t S1,CjI SI.OxISI.8iISlLIIS1,L2IS1,RIIS

CALL SFcVT<3!, V:MS? L O4S? C3HZTK. r2 TK. 021S I .B SE. At St A2 SI.0X! S_
li,S! SI, IIySZ_,y'IH;L,~4y .CI s1,3yI~l!.IS1.XC.ISý,ZCISE,L2 T

3mi,VCC .RI t< ,Af'0352*ATASZ,ATCSZ ..Ct.S.tACSZ~.ACC.IS?,1GSE,VTISI,ACZS1,

OVK. (VTKS2-VTKS)/. 01

- VTK=VIKS2,___________________________________
179-- CONTINUE

C CCVR A1TN TO OEGREES ____________________

O7HtTA=D1H:TA/qAOriN

_____kTURN 1.zN'j __ ______

SUSRCUTINF S--(ITYP. :I-A .3ELE ,ZCX ,ICX.DELIA ,XCHI ZCM.41ICALL,RZ,PNCZ

C OIVISIOI Oc TH:_ TRU'dIK INTO S:C'iTNTS
DIMPENLSINZX :( 3ii).EXCX_0 I'.T Y;' !32)DFLT A (321 , ISEG,( 3? 1Ci 1(3? ,ZCH

CDATA Plf3.14 1592653f
4STO~ 32 __________

C17I fIPST CALL,',0,1PUTS P~ARTIAL TZP.IS AtJO NUnaEP SEGMENTS
IFEICALLD 01.0_______

30 RLSm'I.5*LS
SCotT.A IS '!UQVEO S'~t49JT &PC AWJ(LE_____ _______________

OiTA- I'll?. /cLOAT t
C DELX IS SIPAIG.4t STrM7*T LC4C1~4

O L r -LS/F L ).I 1 4

C NUPV0LPINI OP .:t AtCORDIO1tJ 10 To-rl4 PO:;ITION IN THE TRUNK
00 It I-l.'STOP
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IFE I LE:NiI',T6(I4.1l
IFtI.GT N.111. 1.LE.'L.NIISES(I)22 - ____

IF (I f t. .1 .L*N *)I Cis

-- __IF(I.13?.A' .L!ti1 )II(Il' _______________

IV(I .GI .3 _4 6-.ANO.I.i~(. ISEG(I)'S ____________

it CONTINUZ
CEVALUATIN *Q, ~ T~ 0r S'PENtS ___________

C ZTyo~I FCR CURc12 SiGM!'Et.. O STqAIGHT SEGM4ENT
-CKCX AND0 ?CX AR' XAP4-) C;;lOAD!0AT-S _vESm. OF 'ME SE3;MENI CENTER
C N;HI AND ZCNI %1!ý X AN:) 2 C30A)INWI! RjTF. OF THN: CuSHiOhi
C PRESSUREC CENTE4 FOR A SEGMPC4T.A44ENd 1 IS OUT OF G-tOUI4O CONTACT ____

C DELTA IS S--CME'T CrNTER ANGLE RILATIVE TO CG
20o CONTINUE _________________

O2*0.5vOc!*SINqpl4Iz
___00 10 1-1,4STOP ___________________________

KGO*ISEGE I)--
60 TO (.,..567) KGO ___ ______

C CURVZO SfGMHSNT
C IF NOT I1ITIAL CALL SKIP CALCULATION4S_____________
I IF(ICALL) 3,L000T

-__COS';LzCOSf3MLA(I, ____ _________

CO TC 9
C STRAIGHT SEGNEW4 ______________

-Z ITYP(I)-G
___XCX(I )..RL5I.(FLOAT(I-1-NI*0.5).CELX

2Cr (IC .02
XCHI (14:lzxxtli ______________________________

ZCNI( I)-ZC'C4I)*Q.5
GO To 9 __ __________________________

C'STRAIGHT SEGMENT

XCX((I).(FL2ATCI-N-N-1)e0.5)'OELX
____ Cr(I) .02 __________ _____________________

ZCNI fIP.ZCX(-j)'. _____________________________

GO TO 9
C CUAVIC SEGOENT __ ____________________

C IF NOT INITIAL CALL SKIP CALCULATIONS
U. - F41CALLI 3-0.0.9 ---- ______ - _____

XCT II3.RLS4.CI#S!4DEfL

XCHI EID PL;H.O2I*nTI!TA2.SI142:L

60 TO 9
C CURVErP SESPENT_____________
C IF So. INITIAL CALL SKIP CALCULATIONC
s IF(ICALL) 11500,q_________
500 ITVP1ll.a

-- __ OL'A4ID. (!LOAT(j-?2N-,?1).- 0.5)__ETA
COSDFL -COS U YL lTA )

JCHI(IILx54.'IIzCSTLZ

(1O in 9
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C STRAIG6HT SEGME'4Y

8C141 ()-XCE()

60 to I
C STRAIGHT L(IEGMEW ...-.. . .- __________

XCK III a- FLOAT (T3I- )05'~L _______________

* .ZCK(I)'-OZ

60O TO 9 ___ ______________________

cCU~VzG SZGMfNT
C IF 407 IN:T!IAL CALL SKID *CALCULAToJ ___ ____________

8IV(!CALL) 9,800.9
.1P0. ITYP(I).1 I__

SIN7SL-SIN(OýLTA(I)) _____________

___ZCXM!)-O2!fPOS4DýLTAIT) I ______________________

XCH!(I).- flLSm#3?I*SltýOz037TAZ)
ZCHIC(!).Z-Cx(I) 3ETA? ____________________________

a CCNTINUE

RFTURN

C TRUNK GrtMETV RY'ALCUIJLATONS_________________________
FACAL L,LI,tLZLS

Ir(HY.Lr.0.)) SO TO III 4 3 e54344. 44* .. a. .**

....ST 0.A* 4.... 4Y'Y

C hTERATION FORP 112 2&~o,

-C- - --

C CONPUTE CUTER~ 4ADIUS Oc CU0VATU4E
- Il.( (A-R2 3IIjP.4?) ~*- ('%-HY) '2I -* 211(. -(B#$Y)L _ ______

PNI1.Ae3(A13S (A4AX1(-I. 0,AllI N(1. 0. i ERI-HY-e)/ftl)l)M

IF (XS.LF.3. 0) Pi4I1-6.2631152-12HI1

C RZS It 4r-SULTA4T rA-:US F01 CO12UTE3 LZ1IN ffrR-AT-ION
___ 1(A

0
!S(PHf').LT. .- ?Pt..E____________________

PZS'LZ/2mIz.
-C TEST IF IOLIA'4CZ rT. :RPOR ___________________

IF(A4Sl?-R?S.LC-.DT0L) G3 TO 50

102 CONTINIUE

C ITERAT-O 50 T!1--S WITHOUT SUCIr-SS,ERROR RLTURN

.911 FO AT1 NIFlSASAnLU TQU4K PEO" TRY 'I
ISHAPE-O

C TRUNK OKQCTUR4
50 L1'L-LZ . ---- . ---

RETURN
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SUO4OUTINE SIccOzI,&t.&Z.S .D)2J24'l"IDXAMAB!,8ETAO?1.L1I.L2T.Q11,ftZ___

C iNITIfL AS$ESSEN?-4 OF A
0

!AS.VOLUMES ASSUMING

-C NO GREVIJI CONTI 1' -T _________a____________I_____
RALa' LIL2.LI!.L21.LS
OJtM:NSx2N tTY23(2),AtcIt3Zo,yTicItý2I,*CNI(32I ___________

h51;0
0

32 50'~E
C COMPUTE 09011-TIY TqqSR_____________

S XNPH22S IN (
0
fl120

SID HRS2.SIN'21....

BOO?.3ETA*31*020.
1.84(A-S1NONC0)/(5.MVO1 ______

C COMPUTE ARPEAS IF TRUW SECTORS

*ltQ-MY) '/2. OIIP

AS a(A-StlPAfl-Y) /2!. 0-(HY-' ______11________

X I:SIN04;N .0.OCSINEDHII//.1)1 lZ*Z.J~/ (3.0OPNIZ) -

14.A-O.13313333 _______________

Y5.5 IN'MR. . 3333332 (A.-SffJPHR_-1)

AY-AI*Xt-A?024+A3-X3-A.LAX
IF(ICALL.GT.0) S.0 TO 20

_ SAVE TRUNK GSOC TQ.Y UýRS VOý rNC T11UNK CALCULATIONS

__PHIIZ.PmIII

'.11211

A112A1

_SINP'ZI:-SI'4PMZ

AINAZ1:A1-*2

___ 8E1 0212.3r TA*n2 ________________________

112.1 E1 AI.YZ AZ) /A IMtZl

BOO?!teETA*OZ0?
2
0 .5

_20 CONT INUI _ _

C CON
0
UTE TRUNK hG~TAREAVOLU1ECUSHION AREA
00 103 Inil.N1

0  
___ ______________

Ir(ITYP4III.F1.1)CO TO L12__ ____________

C STRAIGHT PA4T )F TRUNK ___

131 ATKI(I)zA*
VIKXII)S3CLE-ATKIlIT)l ____________________
ACHIEII z:30?
GO TO 10Z

C CUAVLO PART OF TRUPI(
.I12 IFIICALL.GT.0) GO TO 10Z

ATKIC OIltAA
1E.*V/AtsCI (1
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ACHII)B2 4 1 --803
102 C-ONTINUzE
103 CONTINUE -

krTURNl SENI
SUDOOTTINE b4c(2,K ____________________

C SUBROUTINE TO :ALCULATE PosIT1i'S O

C SIDE TPUNK LOBE-S- -

C THE POSITION C-XP)RS!O q 4Y 1) CEFEP.OS ON PRESSURqES
C I.E. HY/Hyl:r(':H/PTK)___ __________

C PORCL INPUT PRESSURE- PATIO flZ'wiEN 0.0 AND 1.0-

-- AHO-I.0O3 h'41.-.8fs $&H??.I2B_1H3=-.463
K.AMNIN(I.2.A4AXL 0.0.11n
ZSAHOtANI X*.AN K-X±0H3-X'X-X ___________________

RETURN
ENO _

SUB'OUTINE CL(Y$N. ICLI,JOHEETNET-TAC.SLI.,YGI
DIIIe'NSION 3L.tf32 1, G(132 )_.YGH(32 ________________

NSTOP z32
-C CALCULATI ON 3F TRUNK GROUIO CL!A.RANZE _FOR _EACH- SEGMENT

lCINS : tL N
-COStC'S mlOS (PHJE)¶ I COS.IT;UAEI

C CALCULATE SEGmENýT CA'
00 161 Izt,NSTO9
TGH(I):SLL-(II.T;(I)*COSCOS

,.L_;!UNEGATIvE SET GAP TO JcRO __________________

VGN( I) :A'AKI. C 64 11.0. 0)

- IF(YGC4(t) LgEtp.-I-L'•IT CL4fl
161 CONTINUE

-I CL PA'IC LN S -_____ ___________ __________________

RETURN

M UROUTINE C.OESL'I,)C
1 

,!X.)(YCG.XCG.S!E.PNIE .THETAE,CC.FFGG)

.C.TNIS- SUIQ;OUTIN! CALCULA.YF!-X A!4 2 Z. -CoqOD:TATES OF THE-GROUND
C POINT COARESPONOtNG To EtCH SEGMENT. FOR A PARTICULAP ACtS
C ORIEN7ATION - -_________

DIM-NSION 3L4(32 j.YCxU32 ).ZCX(3Z 1 XG(32 17zG(3f

C ALeMATRIEFI r S54ýACItfl.J5&OqMATfON
CS$"ATRIX.3gANSFORIIS A VECTOR FPO'I VEL41CLE FREAME TO INERTIAL FRAME

C CALCULATE TRA'iSCE-NDENTALS

CP4IE tCOS ('NEC)
-- CT*CTAE.CCS(TNET -AEI

* SSHIE;SIN(dSIE-)

SIHET AlxS'S 4 T NTAEI

O COHUTE' TRAtiSLATION MA'RIy ýE4-MENiS

0h19jjCSIV'C' HIC.STHTTAI'SP -MAE!SSI_..
81?:2SPHIE -TNET~r'
B13:-SSl

t 
:..'HTE.ST.4ETl: SPNIUCSIE _______________

an.-s~~ixr SS.SICPNIC*ST.iETAE
82?tCPMIC-^EtNCTAL E______-

B23.S'sI.- S3IE.:SIS~rrHIeSTHCTAL

b322-ST,4'T&E
a33=rtsI¶-cTHZTAt ______

C
.C 0O LCOP Or ALL SEG4ENTS TO S

0
OuND POtITIO _______

GO 104. [.1.NSTOP

BEST A'V'J i.1 ECP
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ZCYVF*IaCxi:) -Fc)

CCALCULATZ VTCT)4 OA FOO ýS!6ENT'

C CALCULAT?: K-GvlU CIOR0INATf

C

.C CALCULAtr. Z-GR) 'M~a ^10P)TfATS ____________

Zr.(I) I XCC .. L3-S.S1GG-3Z34ZCXVFF833
104 CONTINUTJ

RETUR N

SUROUTII.E Pý(YG)
*C USER SPECIFIED SkOU'l PROf!LE.___ _____

C ELEV4TICIh TG(t) -S -
0
XPRSSC0 AS A FUNJCTION OF XANDOZ COOROINATftCS

-COF CION F011IT. T,I.E, WGtI) AAO ZGI.I) __________________

OINENSION YS(32

00 105 1-1.NSTOP
C _-SE? FC*t FLAT Tý1.*AIN_________ _________________

RET UiN

XHOI.XCIoO.0LS, IHdW.'JX.14i.YI ,L5,S~4.VCHO.R1,AGAP.AT(AT .A!IC't.AT(CN.ATK

__XAIC .A rKCHC .1 CSEG, VT.CI. ACI, &Z'A C, ATKCNA. R: ,C ~X. C,X T<. ZCH,TK
XL.L1I

C CALCULATION OF_ AREAS _AN9_VCLU"-ES ASSOCIATED WI1TH. ACLSKýNOWTNG ITS
C ORIENTATION

-REAL L2.LS.LX.L1? .L27.L.LI __

014rNSION iTýcasc( 12 1VTR.I 32 V~i&f3Z I PEor 432 .XC4f 32 1 ZChl
X32 ) .AT'cI: ( I? t .AT KC"; (32_)I, AT.(TI (32 w ATx~AT't432 ) VCHI (3Z I AGA

.XZCHI43Z I.YV;4(3? ).'!TF( 32t.VTK(I( 3;).XCY(323.ITYPf3ZI.OT-LTAI32)
I ACN;t 3 2) .V- 41( 3 Z)V 7KP3Z) a T tCC4F,(32,A TKCCNI (3 2)

__NSTOOC32 _;!.I -I3. 14159265 3
AlOTAL..6

c CO'q'uTC PQT IAL TsAMS___________________________

02sD0' .5#S INPNli
b2Zsc.OZI#3 21
AII4A?=AL-A!
bfETA2-1.33133lSIN('ttTAi2. 1/3ETA
RLSH.L50D. 0

Ae051 .A-4;eTA*0)ZI/SI--

-C PART I I VALUE ele V:H A4)~ .IGAP _______

.......... ..CC ...... ~ Cs.... ........ C

00 17 I1-1NSTr)P CUVDOS1At4
C TEST FOR TRUNK S:G!I:Nl. WEHRCRE RSRIH

IF411YP(I).j0.l)C.O TO 11.

C
C STRAIGH4T PAQtT Ir TPIJ)4 ___ __________________

C CALCULAT:' CU;HtON S:GM-NT INITIAL VOLUME________

C CALCULATE SC(rPENT GIP 47EA_______
Af~APIIjt IV(Ii. NT)-H fln;LX
GO TO to
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I CAP I (I)I SYGN I I *NY V

.*. ***..*. of.e.e~....ee.e*eees~
C-PART 2 4 VALUEC ALCULAT IONS

o ftirs trOn CIOUNI COWTACT AT EAC14 SIG41NT_____________

to CONTINUfl
C ORCE. VOLUME LARC A C. __________________E____

VICN! (I).AAX~14O.O,,vCHi)P

C TEST SSG"--Nt ira C04TACT
7E(0P4 .dO 1. All!).YGH( II.LE*N li GO T10.1_ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _

ZPi(ITYPiZ).ti.0.ANO.YGN(Z).LE.NYI GO TO 13

C NO GROUND CONTACT --- ___________________

*ý.SE1 COD1TACT ANI _R!' OVrc_jfRI$_TO ZE4O ________________

AGIAII111)- .0

ATKCRl fI I 0. 0

ATKCNd.(I I a1. 0

____ATKCHAIPu1 _______________________________

ATK&CRIAE!) 1a

C SET O!STANC!S E(,, TfO --Tzr1tUIK V rUTIf

ZTK (I I mTCH ( i-

XFITKEI) 16.ISt l

... CONTINU! _____________

C NO CONTACT STRAZ',N1 SZcfT!ohl-

ATUCAT III)&ll A3-ATKCC'4 LI

to CONTINuE
r . ~~~~~.CIfOCOt4TAC7 CUQV0 S'CTIMMS ___________

60 To 17

.cTUKGROUNO C)NTACI __

.C CURVLO PART Of Tiumic ____________

C CALCULATE OtfPOlMAI ION APJl~c-5 R iOA SCR-N

$1NPW3.SIN(P4131
SjPJDMI4uSlN(6014l4

*C COM
0 U1F VAITIlI. TERMIS --. ____

SINCELIS~tME3LTA4 .- --...

OF O&StlsqP. I 4,14n SP S INMI

C COPI V:P.A - --... ...
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Algvaq

C CoOP9UTL S!CTOW .,fmTjOIS

X9.StNPHI4#1.O.13SS33S~tOSIP4PN4.

XFIOPg.Z.1.P?11t GO T'2O ______________

C If PH?'. GR!ATZ 14_TAd 9 D(GRE(jpSa.3L3jO.5 OEGRt(t3

c COMPd¶Zt4UNK4L41CAG

C jCOMOU I TRUNK5 !%IT: CA%!G

i.TKC1hIS-LOA1fIF~TT L2-LI) /3461. C) ONM.1.AOSflI-KHSOQt

.C.COMOUT1 CUSWI04 VOLME Wt1 f,

C COft*UTJ GAS AP'.A C~414________

ArIUC?!. '42 81I0pM'

£GO'SIG(oli _ __ -___

(.0 TO * .. t..4.It,6 K)

I c U. rX ZS.: 0(
IO ' 1? 0I

r60 TO IF

69 .. ICNEIImaLt-f*'COWCS
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ZT K I

64 xC M ():;aL-~4-qE3RSM
ZC144I).-E)RrS..
XKT'( )&-RL;4-WX2?SZNOEL
z7Ic(z)a-xN!*ces)rL. -- - --_________________

00 TO 1?

-C TRUN4K GRCUNO C')NTAC7 ___________________________

C SYR.11GHT PART )F TRUWKI
Z3 CONTINUE _______________________

C COMPUIEu 0:roRMA?!ON ANGLES

-- V.,(fq1-(.4y-yG"(!)))/RI)______________

.C00 TRANSCENDEN14LS WIlLYOF$Cr ..

S IN
0H -sS IN 1PM! 4. ) ___________________________

C COMP~UTE PARTIAL T7QRS

LOvS~v'O2SP?'SPNH3

CS1N-iL-uSf3--LT4(II I

- S'SQSP'SIIL_________________________________
9ScCCSwq; TA200qS0*C0SOEL
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